Manipulating "Hot Spots" from Nanometer to Angstrom: Toward Understanding Integrated Contributions of Molecule Number and Gap Size for Ultrasensitive Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering Detection.
Narrower gaps between metal nanoparticles (so-called "hot spots") in surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) substrates contribute to stronger electromagnetic (EM) enhancement; however, the accompanying steric effect hinders analyte molecules entering hot spots to access the benefit. To comprehensively understand integrated contributions of the gap size and molecule number accommodated in hot spots and then optimize design of SERS substrates, the thermal shrinking method was employed to manipulate hot spots and the "hottest zone" was defined to evaluate the integrated contributions to SERS intensity of the two factors. In the conventional shrink-adsorption mode, the contributions of the molecule number and gap size are competitive when the gap width is comparable with the target molecule size, which leads to oscillating behavior of SERS intensity versus gap size, and it is analyte molecule size dependent. This result suggests that engineering hot spots should be target molecule directed to achieve ultrasensitive detection. In the proposed adsorption-shrink mode, the contributions of the molecule number and gap size are synergistic, which makes the detection ability of the adsorption-shrink mode attains a single-molecule (SM) level. Excellent performance of the adsorption-shrink SERS strategy benefits detection of trace level pollutants in complex environments. Detection ranges for contaminants with different metal affinity, such as thiram, malachite green (MG), and formaldehyde, are as low as parts per billion, even down to parts per trillion.